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Madam Chair: k\p3Z-First of all 1 bring my greeting from Indigenous m Taiwan to
vou and to all of the sisters and brothers here.

Since Taiwan govemement was kickt aut from UN by China
some years before, our governemenl more and more become the
international orphant. The suffer of the Taiwan Indigenous people
were not sound among the International society.

LdCSzWActualy Indigenous are the real owners of Taiwan.
We have been lmng in this island at least 6000 years. Historically
our land and people has been colonised by Picaroon, Dutch, Spanish,

koxinga, Ching Dynasty of China, Japan and nowaday we are
controled by KMT government from China.

There are some situations and problems thet Indigenous
people in Taiwan are ven concerned about:

Politically: The history of Indigenous people denied and
neglected by the KMT government and Taiwan society . The
gov ernment and Taiwan society emphasize that Taiwan only has
400 y ears of history. Theiy denied Indigenous people habe been
living in this island at least 6000 years because the government
does not recognize Indigenous people as a native of the island. Most
of the Indigenous political leaders are appointed and controlled by
KMT government. Our social organisation is completely in disorder.
We have ven little power to decide our own future.

economically: KMT government has alway s been proud o;
their economic development. They are proud to say that Taiwan has
over l ü.üùü U.S. G XT', number I surplus in other country . But in
Taiwan indigenous people are stili living in the poorest condition.
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The land of Indigenous people is occupied by government for
national parks, nuclear storage and some public constructions. We
are poor because we have lost our traditional land. Many
Indigenous had to leave their home, went to the city as a chap
labour or as prostitutes to survive. Our government just close their
eyes, cover their ears and neglect the suffers and problems of the
indigenous people.

Culturally: KMT government's indigenous policy is
assimilation. The government urges Indigenous people to become
like the Chinese. We are not allowed to teach or to speak indigenous
language in the school. We are not allowed to stud} our own
history'. Every thing is only in Chinese. Now very few people can use
their own motherlanguage. Culture and language were lost.

On the human right: Our government does not allow the
indigenous to use their own name on the ID card and on the
passport. We can only use the chínese name. We are called by the
government "mountain people". We are not allowed to be called as
"indigenous people" or "the native people". We are neglected by
government and society. Less voice to speak out and express our
feelings and opinions.

We ask the UK Working Group of Indigenous Peoples to visit
our people in Taiwan. I emphasize again that Taiwan government is
not a member of UN. We need more concern.

God bless you
Indigenous Work commitee of the Presbyterian Church
in Taiwan
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